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Atmospheric dispersion modelling
What is it?
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Atmospheric dispersion
modelling (ADM) is the
mathematical simulation
of how pollutants
disperse in ambient
atmosphere

Performed with
computer programs that
include algorithms to
solve the mathematical
equations that govern
pollutant dispersion.
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ADM and its uses in
compliance resolution
Planning and design of stack parameters and
facility layout to ensure compliance with
ambient air quality criteria

Design of- and effective implementation of
management plans to resolve existing noncompliance issues

Resolution of complaints arising from industrial
incidents or upset conditions
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ADM for
planning
and design

TO ENSURE COMPLIANCE WITH AMBIENT
AIR QUALITY CRITERIA PRIOR TO OPERATION

ADM for planning
and design prior
to operation


Point sources:
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Downwind concentration, is a function
of


Emission rate



Effective stack height



Wind speed



Dispersion coefficients

Determining appropriate stack
parameters to ensure compliance with
community criteria


Release height and wake effects



Plume buoyancy/ vertical
momentum

Fugitive ground level sources


Source placement

Leelőssy et al, 2014, Dispersion modeling of
air pollutants in the atmosphere: a review
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US EPA SCREEN3



Odorous pollutant



Potential for complaints



Not regulated by emission
limits or NAAQS



Inhalation exposure health
criteria and odour
thresholds apply



Three emission control
scenarios



Three release heights
tested



Building wake effects
included
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Good International Industry
Practice (GIIP)




H = HB + 1.5 L


H = stack height



HB = building height



L = lesser dimension,
height or width, of
nearby structures
(structures within
radius of 5*L but less
than 800 m)

https://www.ontario.ca/document/guideline-11-air-dispersionmodelling-guideline-ontario/model-input-data-geographicalinformation-inputs

Previous example


GIIP H is 27.5 m

BREEZE AERMOD 7: Gridded Plume Downwash, BREEZE
Software, Data and Services
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ADM for effective
implementation of
AQMP
TO RESOLVE EXISTING NON-COMPLIANCE
ISSUES

When and how?
Ambient air quality monitoring indicates noncompliance with NAAQS
 Industry may be required to reduce impact as part
of an emission reduction strategy to reach NAAQS or
goals within a municipality, province, declared
priority area, or other airshed
 How can ADM be used for existing facilities to
achieve air quality goals and compliance with
NAAQS?




By prioritizing sources not only in terms of emissions but
also by ground level community impact



Using source prioritization to identify most cost-effective
control strategies to achieve compliance with NAAQS
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Simplified industry example




Large non-ferrous metal industrial facility


Footprint area ~400 ha



Over 100 sources of emission



Point and fugitive sources, some buoyant



Several residential areas within 1 km



Particulate matter (PM) priority pollutant

Required to reduce off-site impacts:


For compliance with NAAQS and criteria set in a
regional AQMP



Minimise potential health impacts at nearby
residential receptors
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Using ADM to prioritize emission control
requirements based on emissions and community
impacts
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Source group contribution by emission vs community impact
45%
40%
35%
30%

Stacks

25%

Furnace and building fugitives
Materials handling

20%

Crushing and screening

15%

Road transport

10%

Conveyor transfer points

5%
0%

Total annual facility-wide PM10
emission rate

1-year average PM conc. at
residential receptor A

1-year average PM conc. at
residential receptor B

Basic cost benefit analysis
Relative
implementation
cost

Source group

Control option

Stacks

Upgrade or
replace control
system

$$$

Furnace fugitives

Installation of
building
extraction
systems, control
equipment

$$$$

Materials
handling

Wet suppression

$

Crushing and
screening

Enclosure, wet
suppression

$$

Roads

Wet suppression,
vacuum
sweeping

$

Conveyor transfer
points

Enclosure, water
sprays

$$

Emissions
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Stacks and furnace fugitives

•63% of total emissions
•Relative cost to control $$$$$$$

Impact at Crushing screening and
receptor A conveyor transfer points

•52% of impact
•Relative cost to control $$$$

Impact at Furnace fugitives and materials
receptor B handling

•65% of impact
•Relative cost to control $$$$$
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ADM for the resolving
complaints arising from
industrial incidents or
upset conditions



Emission upsets occur for a number of reasons e.g.


Equipment instabilities



Failure of control devices



Power supply interruption



During service and maintenance cycles

These can result in exceedance of NAAQS or short
term impact criteria at downwind community
receptors
 Unusually high community impacts may also occur
during extreme weather conditions
 Such incidents may be






Recorded at air quality monitoring stations



Result in complaints from the community especially if
plume is visible or particularly odorous

Need for investigation into non-compliance
incidents and for the resolution of complaints
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Incidents




National Environmental Management Act (NEMA) No.
107 of 1998 as emended, Section 30 requires reporting
to relevant authority and members of public


Nature of incident



Risks posed



Toxicity of substances



Steps taken to minimise or avoid effects of incident

ADM may be used quantify and present the risk posed
by incident to public health, safety, and property


For specific emission hours and rates



Investigate atmospheric dispersion potential during
incident



Time series results for hours before, during, and after event



Comparison with ambient air quality monitoring data



Short-term pollutant concentrations, corrosion potential,
explosion risk etc.
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Complaint resolution
Monitor
complaints

Generally complaints
registers kept by industry
should include
• Date and time of complaint
event
• Description of event e.g.
• Description of odour
character
• Plume colour
• Meteorological
observations
• Event duration
• Perceived source
• Health effects
experienced
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Communicate
results

Investigate
complaint
event

Take corrective
action

Run ADM for
event

Identify possible
source

Weather
conditions
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“

All models are
wrong, but some
are useful
GEORGE BOX (1919 – 2013), British Statistician who worked in the areas of quality
control, time-series analysis, design of experiments, and Bayesian inference

”

"All models are wrong" is a common aphorism in statistics; it is
often expanded as "All models are wrong, but some are
useful". It is usually considered to be applicable to not only
statistical models, but to scientific models generally. The
aphorism recognizes that statistical/scientific models always
fall short of the complexities of reality but can still be of use.

An overview of new noise
impact assessment
regulations.
Nicolette von Reiche

Soundscape Consulting (Pty) Ltd

National legislation




NEM:AQA No. 39 of 2004 section 30


Makes provision for the minister to prescribe
essential national standards for noise control



Such standards not yet published

NEMA No. 107 of 1998 section 24


Sets protocol for the specialist assessment and
minimum report content requirements for noise
impacts



If applicable, section 24 requirements replace
requirements of Appendix 6 of the EIA Regulations
as amended
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Site sensitivity verification

To verify level of environmental sensitivity identified by
national web-based screening tool
Must be undertaken by EIA
practitioner or specialist

Verification through
•Desk-top analysis
•On-site inspection
•Available and relevant information

Outcome report format
•Confirms/disputes current land-use
•Motivation/evidence of verified/different land-use
•Submitted with the relevant assessment report
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Assessment and reporting on noise impacts
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Key aspects of regulations for “high” sensitivity rating noise
specialist assessment
Site inspection
and assessment
methodologies
SANS 10103
“measurement and
rating of
environmental
noise…”

Baseline
measurements

Predicted
impact

Noise specialist
report

At representative
locations

Source character

Appendix 6 of EIA
Regulations

Minimum two nights
10 minutes duration

Projected total noise
level
Micro-siting
considerations

Different times of night
SANS 10328
“methods for
environmental noise
impact assessments”

Wind speed records

Projected increase

Distance to
development
Temporal aspects

Desired noise levels

Low sensitivity
alternatives

Assessment and reporting on noise impacts
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Key aspects of regulations for “low” sensitivity rating noise
compliance statement

Baseline measurements

Applicable to preferred site and footprint

Noise compliance statement
Specialist or EAP contact, qualifications,
expertise, CV
Statement of independence
Footprint and sensitivity map

Confirm “low” sensitivity

Micro-siting considerations
Opinion on approval

Will development have unacceptable impact
on receptors

Approval conditions
Assumptions, limitations

Contact details
+27 82 493 7070

nicolette@soundscapeconsult.com

www.soundscpeconsult.com
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